
The waves, the sea and surfing change 
all the time. we live in a society where 
everything is going faster and faster. so if you want 
to be relevant in your surfing community, then we 
encourage you to EMBRACE THE CHANGE!

we’ll talk about how we need to change ourselves
first in order to change our community, be flexible 
and be ready to leave old human traditions, as well 
as religious molds, and stepping out of our confort
zones to focus on divine principles and let God take 
total control over us.

We’ll have great and well known speakers such as
Roy Harley (ZA, International CS director), 
Ps. Robert Barriguer (USA, CDV), Ps. Robbie O’Brien 
(USA, Collective Church) and Marquito Dos Santos 
(BRA, Capellán Reginal CSI), among others

PROGRAM:

SURFING AT PUNTA HERMOSA:

COST:

We will have a varied program that will include plenaries, 
time of praise and speeches related to embrace the change 
necessary in the mission. in addition, we’ll have various 
workshops related to our group and personal renovation.

We hope it’s a time of spiritual renewal for everyone. 
We will also have various activities and surf sessions
with a variety of waves nearby for all levels. in addition, 
we have other entertainment options for non-surfers.

The conference will be held at the Recreation Center
CAFAE SE, in the discrict of Punta Hermosa 
(https://www.cafae-se.com.pe/site/centro-recreacional/),
 
at Km 44 of the South Pan American Highway,
Phone Central: 01 513 3000, CAFAE SE contains many
accommodations, restaurant, auditorium facilities,
swimming pools, etc. and has served as housing for 
various delegations, during the Lima 2019 Pan American Games.

The conference venue is about 10 minutes away walking from 
one of the most famous beaches of Punta Hermosa
(capital of surfing in Peru), such as: "Señoritas" (left)
"Caballeros" (right), "La Isla" (right). In their surrounding you 
can find the world famous “Punta Rocas” (right) or “Los Muelles” 
of San Bartolo.

*We will also offer Surf boards for rent for 35 soles (approx $ 10 a day)
in the “CAFAE”(conference venue) and it would be helpful if you can tell us
with anticipation, what kind of board you use, for us to go looking for options.

The registration cost is $ 220 for adults and $ 195
For minors under 18 years. This includes rooms 
(from Saturday set 28th to Tuesday Oct 1st), three
meals per day, conference materials, transfer from and 
to the airport and transportation to the surfing spots.
 
The accommodation is considered a shared room, but
There is the option to pay an extra to have your own
private room. Enter the following link to register:

https://www.christiansurfers.net/americas-area-gathering-2019



TRANSPORT:

CONTACT:

GASTRONOMY:

TOURISM:

Other data of interest:

We will offer roundtrip airport transfer to CAFAE 
from Friday September 27th to Tuesday October 1st 
at no additional cost.

Other transport options:
Rent a car. Make the reservation online in advance.
Most international companies operate in Lima as
Budget, Alamo, Hertz, Avis, etc.

Public transport service
(under coordination with the organizers).

Come and enjoy our Peruvian food. Lima has many
Top restaurants in the world like Central and Maido, stall
6 and 10 respectively of The 2019’s 50 ranking
Best Restaurant 
Here you have a list of restaurants we recommend in Lima:

- $$$ Rafael, Osaka, La Mar, Amoramar, Hanzo, Panchita
- $$ Mirasol, Punto Azul, Amaz, Tanta
- $ Pardos Chicken

The temperature will be in the range of 15 and 20
Celsius degrees . 

-The Peruvian currency is the Nuevo Sol and 
the current exchange rate is around 3.35 soles 
per dollar. (You can easily change in exchange houses)

-Electrical power has 220 v voltage and 60 Hz
of frequency.

We put at your disposal the following people
so you can contact them if you have any questions or
special requirements:

Estela Cueva, +51 997522141, estela.cueva4@gmail.com
Raúl Espinoza, +51 997569582, respinoza33@gmail.com

Type of plug or electric plug 

Máncora. White, sandy beach
and good point

to surf at the north
of Peru.

Chicama.Our hidden paradise.
 Visit this beach in the north 

of Lima and enjoy
the longest left wave

in the world.

Cusco. Learn more about
Inca culture and experience
Machu Picchu, one of the
new 7 wonders of the 
world.

Take advantage of your trip to Lima and visit other tourist 
destinations from Peru. For more information, we recommend 
to contact the following travel agencies: 

http://www.continentaltravel.com.pe/
https://www.bcdtravel.com.pe/

Here are some examples:


